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Summary  This methodological paper discusses the application of adaptive non
parametric procedures for estimating regression functions or contrasts in situations
with quantitative regressands and qualitative regressors We propose to apply an
adaptive regressogram  that is the selection of a regressogram estimate among the
class of regressograms corresponding to all possible partitions of the regressor range
Our selection criterion is an analog to Mallows Cp and this allows to state some
small sample and asymptotic properties of the adaptive estimator We also com
ment on stepwise selection procedures The details of the procedure are presented
in several interesting special cases  eg the twoor threesample problem and the
twoway classication We illustrate there possible improvements over the usual least
squares ANOVAestimates
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  Introduction
The classical treatment of a regression problem with a vector X of qualitative ex
planatory variables and a continuous or quantitative dependent variable Y is by
least squares estimates LSE in ANOVAmodels  that is  in additive regression
models with or without interactions The LSE are used for the estimation of the
observation means  that is  of the values of the regression function at the regressor
values or design points  as well as for the estimation of contrasts  that is  of linear
functions of the means Under a normal distribution of the observations there may
be better estimators than the LSE in the sense of a small mean square error MSE 
as given by Stein related estimators see eg Humak section   but this
not possible for one or twodimensional contrasts and the Stein estimators may
be notably worse than the LSE  if the distribution happens to be far from normal
Without normality assumption even a stronger improvement is possible  if some con
trasts are known to be small For such cases works the penalized LSE investigated
by Green et al   ao see also Bunke 	 Special cases of such situa
tions occur  when some of the observations means are near together  that is  if the
regression function has some smoothness Then we have conditions under which
nonparametric regression estimators work  eg kernel or nearneighbourestimators
see Hardle 
 But for their denition it is necessary to have a sensible notion
of distance between values of the explanatory variable and this in general not pos
sible for a qualitative or nominal variables
Our paper is oriented toward methodology and its purpose is to propose and dis
cuss nonparametric estimators  which behave especially well in the above mentioned
situations  even if there is no prior information neither on the observation means
nor on some contrasts Our approach is introduced in section 	 consists in the
interpretation of regressograms as LSE in linear models and in the application of
model selection procedures to select a regressogram in the class of all regressograms
This is performed in section  and leads to an adaptive nonparametric estimator 
which formally is also parametric The properties of such intuitively well dened
adaptive estimators  eg its MSE behaviour  are very dicult to clarify  but at least
we discuss some asymptotic properties in section  Some small sample properties
are only known up to now in the special case of a twosample problem treated
in section  This section illustrates our adaption procedure in three special cases 
which often are of interest in applications the two and threesample problem and
the twoway classication A case study indicates the possible improvement over the
LSE In section  we discuss stepwise selection procedures eg a up or downwards
procedure  which may be useful if the number of dierent regressograms is too large
for a feasable search of the best The procedure is applied in section  in a case
study to obtain a suboptimal regressogram
	
 On parametric and nonparametric estimators
in regression models with qualitative explana
tory variables
We consider a regression problem with qualitative or nominal explanatory variables
X     X p and a continuous dependent variable Y  The observations of the vector
X  X       X p of explanatory variables are assumed to be the
elements of a nite set X  fx       xmg If X j takes values in Xj j         p 





Let xi  yij i        m j         ni be n 
mP
i
ni observations of the pair
X Y  We assume the values x       x m to be xed  while y       ymnm are real
izations of independent random variables Y       Ymnm with expectations and vari
ances
EYij  fxi  i   DYij  
 i        m j         ni	
There are statistical problems  that occur very frequently in applications and which
have lead to a rich literature in statistics Two of them are the following
 Estimation of vector          m
 of values of the regression function
f or the related problem of prediction of the values of Y for xed values of X
	 Estimation of a linear parameter or contrast   C  where C is a r  m
matrix and          m Problem  is a special case
The classical treatment of the problems  and 	 is to use an additive regression
model g x with or without interactions and to estimate its parameter  by
least squares see section  This leads to estimates  and   C of  and 
These estimators are BLUE best linear unbiased estimators if the additive model
is adequate  that is  if fx  g ox for some value   the true parameter In
general  eg if the model g  is not adequate  there is a bias in estimating  or 
E    Q   E    C 		
where Q is the projection matrix corresponding to the linear subspace of Rm gener
ated by the vectors
g
 
 g x       g xm
     Rk	
If there is no completely reliable prior information on the dependence of Y on X
leading to an adequate linear or nonlinear model  no restriction on the vector  is
allowed and the corresponding LSE or BLUE are given by the observation means







As discussed in our introduction  for purely nominal explanatory variables we have
in general to renounce to distances or to the concept of near neighbours But it is
at least possible to dene abstract sets Nx  X of neighbours of x Then the








Li  fh jxh  Nxig	
Obviously this estimator will lead to a smaller MSE
MSE  Ek kW  	
kkW  
W   W  positive semidenite matrix 	
than the mean 	  if in each subset Nxi the values fx of the regression function
have a relatively small variability As the regression function f is unknown  it is not
known a priori  in which subsets Nxi of X there is such a convenient behaviour
of f  Therefore there is in general an overwhelming number of possible choices of
such subsets This number would be essentially restricted if the choice is limited to









i  fh jxh  xi  X

j for some jg	

It is just the estimator used on the CART procedure of Breiman et al  It
may also be interpreted as a regressogram see Hardle 

The assumption of a regression function f   which has a constant value j on each
subset X j   determines a linear modelM
 given by 	 and
j  i  h if i  h  X

j j         q 	
UnderM the expectation vector  may be expressed as a linear function   A
of the parameter   Rq   C is just the BLUE of   C under the model
M
In general the regression function has not exactly the above property and the model
M is then inadequate  so that we have a bias in estimating  which may be
described in the form 		

The choice of  in the set
Q
of all partitions of X or equivalently of the estimator 
corresponds to model selection in the class M  fM j 
Q
g of linear models
There is a rich literature on such procedures and we propose to use convenient
modications of the model selection criterrion introduced by Mallows  see
also Bunke  Droge and Polzehl  which are directed to an ecient solution of
the problems  and 	
If m is relatively small it is even possible to use the possibly more accurate adaptive
nonparametric neighbour estimator  selecting the system of m neighbourhoods
Nxi in 	  	 among all such systems by the criterion
 Adaptive estimators of linear parameters based
on model selection
The true regression function f or the corresponding true expectation vector 
uniquely determines a partition    with 	 and dierent values        q 
The modelM
 
may be called the true model The estimators 
 
of  and  
C  of  given by the unknown true model are in general not the best in the
sense of the MSE
MSE  Ek  kH  Ek k

W  
where   C H is a positive semidenitematrix weighting the errors in estimating
the components of  and W  C HC








obviously may lead to an estimator with smaller MSE than 
 
and also than the
LSE   C given by the observation means  which corresponds to the trivial par
tition  of X in m singletons   
As optimal estimators  depend on the unknown  and   the determination of a
data dependent partition  
Q
aiming at least at a minimization of a good estimatecM of MSE would be of interest
cM   min

Q cM
A sensible unbiased estimator cM  is
cM   k  ykW  a

where
a  trfW N P
  P NWNg
with
N  Diagn        n

m  








assuming that there are at least two replicated observations for some i ni 	 
Under a normal distribution of the variables Yij the estimator cM is obviously
best unbiased see Bunke and Droge  An alternative would be the use of a
crossvalidation estimate for the choice of   but this seems to lead to less reliable
estimators than adaptive estimators        given by  see Bunke
and Droge  and Bunke and Ilouga  In the special case    W  I
the estimate  is just the Cpcriterion for the modelM see Mallows 
up to a term which does not depend on the model
Remark on heteroscedastic variances
When the assumption of a homogeneous variance  is not realistic  the variances
i  DYij may depend on the values xi design points of the explanatory vari
ables If there are adequate estimates i of the heteroscedastic variances 

i it is
possible to use adaptive regressograms  provided the partition  or  is selected
in view a small values of a sensible estimate
M   k  ykW  a
of the MSE 	 The term a is dened by  replacing N by
N  Diagn







In the case of replications at each design point ni  	 for all i we have the variance
estimates




j yij  yi j

When there are no replications ni   for some i then the estimate  is not
dened The application of usual nonparametric variance estimates see eg Bunke 
Droge and Polzehl  will be possible only if there is a sensible notion of distance
between design points xi  which may not exist for nominal explanatory variables

 Asymptotic behaviour
From the theoretical point of view but also as a conrmation of an acceptable be
haviour of the adaptive procedure  it is of interest to know large sample properties 
eg under
ni  nin   n  ninn ci 	 

For simplicity we consider only the special case    W  Im We have then















  f j
  g
For large n the unknown optimal partition is unique and just the true one   
By the law of large numbers as rst term in  converges to k  k  while
the second converges to zero
If the components of the true  are dierent as intuitively it should frequently be 
then as for large n we have        and    From this follows the
strong consistency of  and  has the same asymtptotic normal distribution as the
LSE 
If some components of  are identical  we have    Then  even for large n 
there will be a positive probability for     that is  we have lim
n
P    	 
 
for all  
Q





  limnP M
 is an adequate model     
see Nishii  and Muller  Therefore  in such singular cases where
o    for large n the estimate  will dier from the unknown optimal estimate
  with positive probability Nevertheless then the adaptive estimator  will be
strongly consistent and its mean square error Ek  k may be smaller than for
the LSE  see subsection 

 Special cases
For an illustration of the problem and the concepts introduced in section 	 and
for the adaptive estimators presented in section  we treat some especially sim
ple special cases On the other hand these cases correspond to classical statistical
applications  so that our approach suggests a dierent view at their treatment and
possibly more reliable statistical inferences Moreover in the most simple case our
adaptive estimate coincides with an estimate already investigated by some authors
  Twosample problem
The twosample problem given by m  	 is the most simple nontrivial special case
of 	 Most frequently the dierence contrast      between the two
sample expectations is of interest and sometimes     
  that is  the value of
both means
Here we have only two trivial partitions of X 
  X  f  	g     X  fg  f	g
The corresponding estimates        and  are given by
i  y  n
ny  ny i    		
      
     y  y
Taking H   the MSE estimator  has the values
cM     t 
cM   t 
where t  nnn
Consequently the adaptive estimator  has the form
  c 
 

   c
  	 c
 
where c  	t
This estimator is a testimator or pretestestimator already well investigated
in the literature The corresponding MSE is under a normal distribution of the
observations see DG Droge and Georg 
MSE  tf  
F 	 j   n  	 

F 	 j   n  	 
  	
F 	 j   n  	 
g

where F 	j r  s 
 denotes the distribution function of the noncentral Fdistribution




i They are especially good in comparison with standard estimators here 
in a certain region of the parameter space here small magnitude of the
contrast  
ii in an intermediate region they are worse than the standard estimator but the
MSE does not surpass some acceptable bound and
iii their MSE is neglegibly larger than that of the standard estimator in the
complement of the above regions
While the MSE of  is the constant MSE  t  in the most favourable case
  
 we have the smallest value
minMSE  tf F 	 j   n  	 
g
and in the most unfavourable case we have the largest value
max

MSE  t R   

where R is the maximumregret value corresponding to the adaptive estimator in the
standard model selection problem with orthonormal explanatory variables treated
by Droge and Georg  see our table  for some numerical values
If we take W  I in the MSE for estimating the expectation vector  then from its
estimate  we obtain similarily
i 
 
y   	t i    	
yi 	 	t

and an analogous MSE behaviour
An interesting question is  if the value of the constant c in an estimator c of the
form  is suciently good although we have used a sensible model selection
procedure While the unknown value of c minimizing the MSEc would be
c   if   t and c  
 otherwise  there are also other applicable optimal
values
i The minimax value c  
 and corresponds to the estimator  see DG

ii The minimax regret value
c  c  tc
 	
where c is the value corresponding to the minimax regret estimator in the
standard problem treated in DG This follows because the form of the MSE
 is identical to that investigated there This value c is relatively near to
the value c  	t in the adaptive estimator 











where R is the maximum regret value corresponding to the minimax regret
procedure in the standard problem of DG some numerical values are given
in table 
Table  Values c  R  R calculated in Droge and Georg 































































The special case m   of 	 is the next example in the order of simplicity already
illustrating more realistically the working of our approach There are ve partitions
of X  f  	  g


  X     X  fg f	  g    X  f	g  f  g 
	  X  fg  f  	g     X  fg f	g fg
If components in the vector         	  	   are of equal interest the
use of a unit weight matrix H  I would be adequate A comparison of the value of
the MSE estimate  for the dierent partitions in  shows  that the adaptive
estimator of  is given with the notation         	  	    where
  yI for     N     for   N
and
j  yj 
i  ni  nk
niyi  nkyk  i  k  j 
for   Nj The regions N  N Nj are dened by




N  Q 
Qj  N  Q 
 T j





Qj  f j
X
lj
lj  d dikg	

Tj  f jik  d dikg	
Pji  f jik ij  dij  dikg		















j ni  nj 
The behaviour of MSE will in principle follow the same pattern as that in the
example   although now its calculation seems to be very cumbersome

  Twoway classication
We consider a foursampleproblem appearing in the case of two explanatory vari
ables q  	 in section 	  each variable having the two values  	 Then
X  fi  j j i  j    	g consists of four vectors and the corresponding nij repli
cated observations are denoted by yijk k         nij A twoway ANOVA model
with interactions would be of the form














Often there is an interest in the estimation of the main eects of the explanatory
variables  say of     
 The classical estimate for i would be
i  yi    y  where
yi    n

i yi    y  n

 y	
and where the dot  indicates sumation over the corresponding index
Our approach is based on the observation means ij dened in section 	 correspond







The data dependent partition  is a partition under the  dierent partitions of X
with minimal value of M   the estimator  of the MSE
MSE  Ej  j
  Ej  j
  	Ej  j


It is again intuitively clear  that the adaptive estimator    will be more accu
rate than   if the magnitude of the contrast  is small and will not dier much
from that of   if this magnitude is suciently large  while for all other intermediate
magnitudes the MSE of  may be larger than that of   but not surpass some bound
M 
Sometimes an estimate of the interaction terms ij  ij  i    j     may of be
interest and our approach would yield estimates ij  ij  j  i    where
   and  minimizes the unbiased estimate  corresponding to the vector 
with the components ij
	
  A case study gasoline mileage	
The objective of an experimental study was the comparison of the mileage reached
by FireHawks driven using gasoline types A  B and C see Bowerman and OConnell
 The observed miles are given in the following table






n   n   n	  
We have a threesample problem with replication sizes n    n    n	    where
the vector
      	  A  B  A  C   B  C
of dierences of the mileage means under the gasoline types A  B  C is of interest
The calculation of the usual LSE yields
    
  	 	
while our adaptive procedure described in 	 yields the estimate
  	  
  	
A comparison of the MSE estimates  for the corresponding partitions  and 
shows  that the partitions  leads to a reduction of  in the MSEestimates

cM   
		   cM  

 Stepwise search procedure for a suboptimal es
timator
The examples in section  have in common the very small number of elements in X
and consequently of its partitions  When the explanatory variables X       X p
have many possible values and or their number p is not small  the number Bm
of possible partitions  of X may be so large see   that a comparison of the

MSE estimates cM becomes computationally unfeasible We remark   that the










where Sm  q is the number of qth order partitions of X see Stanley 
In such a case a stepwise procedure sequentially comparing partitions  with par
titions in some sensible small neighbourhood t of  would replace the search
for an optimal  by a search for hopefully suboptimal partitions
Let for each  
Q
given a subset t of
Q
  its elements being called neighbours
of  An example for a sensible denition leading to relatively few neighbours





i a neighbour of   X 
P
jI
X j if it is
generated from  by the union of exactly two of the subsets X j   that is  if there are
j  j with





j j  I
  fjg  X

j




This would be the analog to downwards or backwards selection of regression mod
els  while dening neighbours  of  by partition of exactly one of the subsets X j






would correspond to upwards or forwards regression The
parameter dimension in the linear models corresponding to neighbouring partitions
   of the above type obviously dier by one as in stepwise regression
A special form of such a stepwise procedure is also given by the CART of Breiman
et al  for the construction of regression trees which is oriented towards a
large number p of explanatory variables For this we may apply the corresponding
software in Splus see Venables and Ripley  or in XploRE see Hardle et al

The search procedure starts with a xed  
Q
  say     if a downwards
procedure based on  is chosen The rst step is to determine a  with smallestcM under the neighbours of   the second step determines a  with smallestcM under the neighours of      
cM r  minfcMj  trg  r  
      
This minimization is simplied by the obvious fact  that the second term in 
is the same for all neighbours of a xed  The procedure stops at the rth step 
when tr constists only of r or when cM has already been calculated for all
partitions of
Q
 In the downwards variant the procedure would stop at m   

while in the upwards variant it would start at    and stop at n  
The estimator  corresponding to the partition   r  with
cM r   min
r
cMr
would qualify as an adaptive sensible alternative to the LSE  as an estimator
of   although other estimators r with Mr near to M could also be of
interest  if the corresponding linear modelsMr allow a sensible interpretation in the
eld of application The stepwise procedure may also be repeated with alternative
denitions of the neighbourhoods t  eg a downwards and an upwards procedure
may both be performed
 A case study steel quality	
The objective of an experimental study was the comparison of the quality of steel
produced by  dierent types of rolling machines see Hocking  It was also
felt that there may be dierences in the feedstock obtained from three dierent sup
pliers Nine samples of feedstock were selected from each supplier and three samples
were randomly assigned to each machine The responses were ductibility as a mea
sure of the quality of the product  given in table 
Table 




















There may be interest in estimating the main eects of the machine type and of the

supplier as well as the interactions In this case a good estimate of the vector  of
ductibility means ij i  j  X  fi  jg j i  j  f  	  gg corresponding to the
nine dierent pairs of machine types and suppliers would be of interest  all other
estimates could be derived from the estimate of  see  The use of a weight
matrix W  I seems to be sensible The calculation of the means gives the usual
LSE































The number of partitions of X is already relatively large  so that in order to obtain a
quick and easy improvement of the LSE  we apply the upwards stepwise procedure























and it corresponds to the partition
  fg fg  f	  g f  g  f    g
where we use the numbering of the pairs i  j given by the numbers presented in
the upper right corner of the cells in table  The reduction in the MSE estimate
 reached by the estimator  in comparison with the LSE    is of 
   
cM      cM     
But in this case study it happens by chance  that the values of the adaptive estimate
 and the mean  are very near This is due to our data  because in each subset of
the partition  the observation means that correspond to the pairs belonging to
the subset are almost identical The values of  and  would be essentially dierent

as in our case study   if there would be larger dierences between the means
corresponding to a subset of the partition
The overall MSE Ek  k of the adaptive estimator   which considers also the
data dependence of the selected partition   may in principle be calculated by a
MonteCarlo approximation eg under   
 or    and other tentative param
eter values and under    As easely seen  it must be larger than cM    
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